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Do you want to give your clothes a professional look? Then you need the bernette 64 
AIRLOCK with air threader. It‘s unbelievably easy to use and has all the features you 
need. Experience stitch quality at the highest level.



bernette 64 AIRLOCK

Introducing the bernette 64 AIRLOCK. The overlocker with an air threader to automatically 
thread the loopers. It‘s never been so easy to get started. The b64 AIRLOCK has even more 
to offer: the freearm makes it easy to sew sleeves and cuffs. You will love the large work 
surface to the right of the needle and the slide-on table. 5 LEDs ensure the working area 
is brightly lit. The presser foot can be lowered and temporarily raised using the bernette 
Free Hand System, so that your hands remain free to guide the fabric. With 16 different 
stitches to choose from and a sewing speed of up to 1300 stitches per minute, you will 
finish your project in no time!



Overview of functions b64 AIRLOCK

Stitches

Total number of stitch patterns 16

4-thread overlock

3-thread overlock (wide/narrow)

3-thread super-stretch stitch

3-thread flatlock (wide/narrow)

3-thread narrow seam

3-thread rolled hem

3-thread picot stitch

2-thread overlock (wide/narrow)

2-thread flatlock (wide/narrow)

2-thread rolled hem

2-thread wrapped overlock (wide/narrow)

Comfort features

Automatic air threader for looper threads

Freearm 

Color-coded threading paths

Thread tension release when presser foot raised 

Stitch length adjustable while sewing

Accessories under the looper cover 

Sewing light 5 LEDs

Safety switch activated when cover is open

Micro Thread Control (mtc)

Free Hand System (FHS) including knee lifter

Technical data

Space to the right of the needle 130 mm

Manual thread cutter

Overlock stitch width 5-7 mm

7-step presser foot adjustment 

Rolled hem lever under the stitch plate

Maximum sewing speed (stitches per minute) 1300

Standard accessories

Standard overlock presser foot

Upper looper converter

Freearm cover

Deco guide

Cut-offs bin

BERNINA ELx705 needle set

Extension table

Not all models and accessory components are available in all countries. Subject to changes in 
features and design.



Sewing instructions for a stylish tunic wrap

This wrap tunic has an extremely casual and sophisticated style. It can be worn  
with jeans or over a dress, making it incredibly versatile. The wrap technique
works entirely without buttons or other closures. 

For sewing instructions, including the pattern, visit: 
www.bernette.com/wrap-tunic



Knife drive from below for  
better visibility and safety

Practical freearm

5 bright LEDs for optimum 
visibility

Optimal stitches thanks to
adjustable presser foot pressure

High stitch quality with 
speeds of 350 up to 1300 
stitches per minute

Pincushion on the spool stand



Accessories under the looper cover

Micro Thread Control (mtc) 
for professional seams

bernette Free Hand System for 
easy lowering and temporarily 
raising the presser foot

Automatic air threader for easy
threading of the looper threads

Lots of space thanks to the 
large working area (130 mm)

Colour-coded theading paths 
for easier threading
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bernette is a brand of the BERNINA Textile Group.


